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TAKE A PEEK!
G1 - ABBY FITZPATRICK
- 3
E4 - MORGAN TOMSETT
- 7

WELCOME
PRINCIPAL JO VAN DER PLAS
TERM Three has been a busy one with lots of
learning and excitement around the school.
Upper school students started the term
attending new Work Place Learning
environments, it was lovely to see students
trying new things this semester.

GROUP 3 - ELYECE
ROBERTSON
- 10

The Semester Two IEP evening was a great
success with lots of families getting the
chance to talk with teachers about the goals
that they feel are important for their child to
reach.

CWC WORKSHOP DAVE BARBOUR
- 12

We love the opportunity to talk with you
about how your child is doing and the
progress they are making.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

We are beginning to welcome new families to
the Newton Moore ESC community as we meet
our new Year Sevens for 2022. In Term Four we
will welcome the students to our transition
days so they get to know us and we get to
know them.
Our School Expo was a great success! All
classes from across the school used the
opportunity to share with each other and
families all the amazing work that they have
been doing this year.
The Expo also offered students the chance to
see what it is like in our Community Work
Centres, this is especially important for our
Year 10’s who are making their choices for
Upper School at the moment.
We wish our Year 13 students who are leaving
NMESC this term all the best for their future.
The students have shown they have amazing
skills to bring with them into the community
and we are sure they will continue to grow and
shine.
I would like to take the chance to thank all
staff for their continued efforts in bringing
exciting and enriched learning experiences to
all our students. Term Three can be a
challenging one with lots of illness and we
appreciate everything you do to support our
students to learn and grow.

G1
TEACHER ABBY FITZPATRICK
DID you know the Solar System is REALLY (4.6 billion
years - to be exact) old? The students in G1 do!
This term G1 has been learning all about the planets
(which are made up of rock or gas) in the Solar
System. They created an amazing display for our
classroom and completed a STEM challenge to build
space shuttles out of recycled materials!
During Wellness Week students enjoyed watching
colours dance around a plate in a colourful
experiment using milk, food colouring and dish soap.
It was awesome to watch the colours dance around!
G1 have particularly liked learning and singing along
to 'The Planets Song!' Scan the code to listen to the
song

G1A
TEACHER BETH SKIPPINGS
G1A found themselves encompassed in a flood.
Students were required to complete a research task
in HASS, deconstruct a fictional text in English,
prepare for an evacuation in Life Skills, and are
moving towards completing their STEMS activity
where they will need to design and create a physical
diorama that meets the designated criteria.
The class have worked collaboratively to identify
their own ideas and interpretations of what a flood
would look like, before creating one out of recycled
materials.
Students have begun talking about floods and the
impact they have on infrastructures, lives, and the
environment in their everyday activities and are
leading to identify ways to support society in
reducing these impacts.

F1
TEACHER MOLLY JONES
THIS term in F1 we have been working
hard to build our social skills.
We worked on a collaborative Wellness
Week activity with our classmates in G1a
to make cupcakes for all the staff.
Once the cupcakes were beautifully
decorated with rainbows we walked
around the school to deliver cupcakes to
all the staff.
We got very nervous speaking to all the
different adults in the school, but we
were resilient and persevered.
We have also been working hard in STEM
and Miss Molly gave us the hard task of
making towers and bridges using only
spaghetti and marshmallows.
This was such a challenge but we
managed to make some cool looking
towers using what was given to us.

F4
TEACHER ANGIE DAVIES
THIS term F4 have been busy
investigating and researching all
things scientific.
Space junk has been one of the main
topics, with lots of hands-on science
experiments and a visit to the NMSHS
Science Fair.
The Wellness Week was a great
opportunity to reconnect and spend
quality time together.
Thanks to Caleb and Mitchell for
putting their culinary skills to good
use to keep us well fed and happy!

F6
TEACHER VAL WESTERN
THIS term has been super busy!
Students have vi si ted Thommos
Communi ty Garden and South
Regi onal TAFE as part of the Work
Readi ness Programme and have
thoroughl y enjoyed the experi ence.
We have al so been busy worki ng on
our ASDAN Towards Independence
modules and creati ng portfoli os for
Work Awareness and Ci ti zenshi p.
Students are enjoyi ng our new
classroom i n F6 where we have more
space for our l earni ng and handy
access to the basketball court to
shoot hoops and soci ali se.

E4
TEACHER MORGAN TOMSETT

E4 have been working extremely hard
on their ASDAN work awareness,
evidence portfolios.
They have been learning all about
different types of paid employment
and volunteer positions.
Students have researched different
workplaces and discovered the
different tasks people do in various
jobs.
Hazards have also been a big focus
this term and E4 have been identifying
hazards in their classroom, school and
other workplaces.

GROUP 1
TEACHER MICHELLE OFFER
Written by Tijana D'ath
DURING Wellness Week in C7 Tijana and
Amber B did paint cooking with Mr Tim.
Here’s how it worked...
Start with one cup of flour, mix in three
teaspoons of baking powder, then add one
teaspoon of salt and enough water to
make it the consistency of pancake batter.
Then for the messy part - divide your mix
into four parts and put into snack-size zip
lock bags along with food colouring. We
used pink, green, yellow and blue. Squish
it to mix up the colours.
Paint away!
When you are finished, pop in the
microwave for 30-45 seconds to watch the
paint puff and grow.
It was fun, messy and resulted in an
explosion of colours!

GROUP 2
TEACHER TIM SPIJKERS
IN Term 3, Group 2 has continued working
hard on their ASDAN Towards
Independence Numeracy and
Communication programs.
The tasks have included community
access excursions to the shops, baking
scones, planning and running sports
lessons for the lower school classes and
learning how to book appointments via
online booking systems.
We have also continued engaging in STEM
tasks, including creating bi-carb volcanos
and building robotic Lego.

GROUP 3
TEACHER ELYECE ROBERTSON
THIS term in Group 3, we have been
very busy! Lots of work going on with
WPL, INCAS and looking at current
affairs in the world.
We have been busy watching and
supporting the athletes of both the
Olympic and Paralympic games.
Students have been amazed watching
the skills, especially of the
Paralympians, in games such as
wheelchair basketball and swimming.
We have incorporated lots of
geography, each choosing a different
country to research and support for
both Olympics and Paralympics and
then painting their flags and
displaying them in the room.
Scan the QR codes to have a look at
our social justice topic for the term,
and some of the students thoughts
around it!
Since exploring this topic, students
looked at the aftermath of the issue,
and were very happy to hear that the
Australian Government has heard the
outcry and will pay the Paralympians
for their medal wins!

ITEM
TRAINER AND ASSESSOR
GIAN-FRANCA JULIAN
THERE'S always a sense of
achievement by the end of Term 3.
A lot of the hard work is behind us for
the year having finalised assessments
for Certificate I in Retail as well as
for graduating students ASDAN
portfolios.
Learning, worksheets and practice
around work skills is all part of the
experience in which students are
supported through and at times it can
be really challenging.
But, there is nothing like the reward
when we capture that first moment
of success each student has along the
way.

Our students at ITEM are now turning
their focus towards our Open Night
event in Term 4.
This year see’s our 9th year hosting
the event .
The Open Night is an opportunity to
showcase student's incredible work
and celebrate our achievements.
We’re madly preparing Christmas
item’s for your enjoyment so be sure
to pen this event into your diary Thursday, 11 November 2021.

OFFICE
TEACHER JODI COLLINS
LIGHTS, camera, action!
E1 has been transformed into a
makeshift television studio to film the
first episode of The Scoop.
We researched popular news bulletins
such as Sunrise and the Today Show, to
look at program formats and set
designs.
It was great fun setting-up our green
screen, lighting and camera. It was even
better fun trying to nail our lines!
Scan the QR code to watch our hilarious
blooper reel.

WORKSHOP
TEACHER DAVE BARBOUR
THIS term students have worked
extremely well in the workshop.
Students have worked on a wide range
of projects including wooden spoons,
toy cars, whale carvings, butchers
blocks, side tables and much more.
Here is a picture of some of the wooden
spoons made by the students and a 4x4
Jeep made by Hud.

NEW STRINGS AND DRUMSTICKS
TEACHER MICHAEL DALVEAN
IT had been a long day. I was just
taking some new guitar strings and
drumsticks out of my bag that I had
bought the day before when I
realised I needed a cup of tea. I put
the new guitar strings and sticks on
my desk and went off to make a cup
of tea.

I began to explain.

When I returned I was astonished. I
notice that the new guitar strings
and the drumsticks were not on my
desk. I looked around the desk to
see if they had fallen off. As I was
looking around on the floor I noticed
a rustling coming from under a table
in the corner of the room. Expecting
to see a mouse I saw the new guitar
strings and the drumsticks under the
table.

“Well, I’m a music teacher, so it’s my
job to show the children how to play
the instruments,” I said. “I show them
how to use their fingers to press
down on the strings and how to use
their other hand to strum the
strings.”

“What are you doing under there?” I
asked.
The guitar strings were the first to
answer.
‘We are a bit worried about being
put on a guitar because we don’t
know how to make musical sounds,”
one of them said.
‘We’ve never been taught how to
make music,” another guitar string
said.
One of the drumsticks then added its
concerns: “And we don’t know how to
make drum sounds so we are hiding
under here,” it said.

“Well, it’s the same with drumsticks
and drums,” I said. “I show the
children how to play the drums by
keeping time and striking parts of
the drum kit using drumsticks like
you.”

“There’s no need to be concerned,” I
said, trying to calm them all down.
“What do you mean?” asked one of
the guitar strings.

“It’s all quite simple,” I said. “You
don’t have to do anything. It’s the
children who make the music.”
“How does that happen?” asked the
guitar string.

“But what about us,” asked the
drumsticks. “How will we know what
to do?”

The guitar strings and the
drumsticks looked at each other.
They spoke quietly amongst
themselves. Eventually, one of the
guitar strings spoke up.
“Okay, we have discussed it and we
have decided to give it a go,” said
the guitar string.
So I strung the guitar strings on a
guitar and tuned it. I then placed the
drumsticks next to the drum kit. I
then tidied up the room and went
home.

The next morning, I had my music
class as usual. I showed the children
how to play the guitar and the drum
kit. The new guitar strings and
drumsticks seemed very happy. They
enjoyed helping the children make
music.
That night, as I was packing up I
heard the new guitar strings and
drumsticks talking. They were
talking about what a wonderful day
they had just had. They talked about
the music the children had made and
how everyone had enjoyed
contributing to the music.

As I picked up my bag and switched
off the lights I caught the eye of one
of the new guitar strings. I waved
and smiled. The guitar string smiled
back, and I knew I didn’t have to
worry about the new guitar strings
and drumsticks feeling sad any
more.

WORK PLACE LEARNING
WENDY FORREST
WORKPLACE Learning is off to a great start
this Semester, all Upper School students
started a new work placement and they are
really enjoying the change.
We have a student working independently at
Pet Stock and another student who is about to
go it alone next term at Piacentini & Sons.
All students have made the school proud with
their positive attitude and excellent work ethic.
A big thank you to all students, I am so proud
of you.
The students got to display photos of
themselves in their workplace at our School
Expo to the parents, school and wider
communities.

